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Game Rules

Coïnx monsters are now taking their new 

journey into Space! However, they lost contact 

with their spaceship while exploring different 

stars. Travel to the stars and bring them back 

to their Block Spaceships!

I. Components  
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9ㅊColoured Blocks
19 Mission Cards

(38 levels)
1 Organizer 

Card

1
Magenta

2
Blue

2
Orange

2
Purple

2
cyan
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28



II. Goal of the Game

III. Set up

Coïnx Space is a one-player puzzle game that requires the player to use their 
logical thinking ability and their spatial awareness to fill the mission card. The 
player must position the blocks on the Mission card so that the Coïnx are visible 
through the holes while the same coloured blocks are not adjacent to each other.

At first, put all the blocks in front of you. Choose the Mission card you 
want as your challenge of the moment and place it on top of the Mission 
card deck.
The Mission cards are printed on both sides. Thus, there is a total of 38 
different levels, level 1 being the easiest while level 38 is the hardest.

Note   There are 20 cards total in Coïnx Space: 19 Mission cards and 1 Organizer 
card to help players organize the blocks when you are done playing.



IV. How to Play
Now you will have to use the coloured blocks to fill the Mission card you 
selected. Try to do so with the following rules: 

1   Use all 9 blocks.

2   Blocks cannot be placed outside of the card.

3    The colour of the block must match the colour of the Coïnx on the card.

4    Blocks cannot hide Coïnx. You must be able to see the Coïnx through 
the holes.
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V. Game end 
Coïnx is composed of 38 different levels.
Once you have completely covered the card with the 9 blocks 
and that all Coïnx on the Mission card are visible through 
the holes of the blocks (the colour of the Coïnx matching the 
colour of the block through which it is visible), then you have 
successfully solved the puzzle card. And if you clear all 38 
levels, you will have become the master of the Coïnx Space!

5    If the Coïnx is gray, then you may use the  
coloured blocks of your liking.

6    You cannot place the same coloured blocks  
adjacent to each other.

Gray 
Coïnx

Coloured 
Coïnx
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Corners are 
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